
 

Preparations Begin for the Mining Türkiye Fair, the Essential Address for the Mining Industry 

Mining Türkiye Fair, the most comprehensive fair of the mining industry, prepares to gather the industry 

between 02-05 May 2024. Private sector and non-governmental organizations will meet at the fair 

where leading companies exhibit their state-of-the-art technology products and services. Broad 

participation from both national and international arenas is expected at the fair which intends to bring 

together more than 20,000 industrial professionals with industrial leaders at Tuyap Fair and Congress 

Center in Istanbul. 

Doors of the Mining Industry Opening to the World 

Hosting exhibitors from 35 countries and visitors from 77 countries back in 2022, the fair will also 

continue creating new commercial opportunities this year, as the doors of the mining industry opening 

to the world. As the most comprehensive fair organized in this industry, Mining Türkiye Fair of Türkiye, 

a country possessing nearly 80 out of 90 types of mines and minerals known around the world, will 

present a great sales and marketing platform for both its exhibitors and visitors.   

In 2022, Mining Türkiye Fair marked a 65% increase particularly in the number of participants and, this 

year, it will be the address preferred as a trade platform by foreign industrial professionals. The fair is 

preparing to gather Türkiye's progresses in the mining industry with industrial leaders, and there is 

already a visitor demand from more than 40 countries.  

The Fair Lays the Ground for Significant Collaborations 

While procurement committees from Iran, Russia, Georgia and Macedonia achieve some significant 

collaborations, international visitors from all around the world will get the chance of closely witnessing 

the innovations in the industry by receiving one-to-one information about the state-of-the-art 

products and practices. Local and foreign industrial professionals will gather and have a chance to 

establish new commercial connections at the fair which is unrivalled in terms of quality and diversity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Achieve Your Targets at This Fair 

The Fair will not only exhibit products and services under the main titles of selection, identification and 

demarcation of the mine site, preparation of the surrounding areas and work sites of the mine site, 

ore extraction, and ore preparation and enrichment, but also offer its visitors the opportunity to 

examine under a single roof any product used in the mining industry, from drilling machinery and 

equipment to cutting-loading-transporting machinery and equipment, from geological survey 

equipment to drilling machinery and equipment, as well as grinding-crushing-screening-sorting 

machinery equipment and chemical enrichment materials and equipment, occupational health & 

safety equipment, and finally generators, electric motors and transformers. 

Maintaining its steady growth with every fair, the Mining Türkiye Fair is ready to break its own records, 

once again, this year. 87% of the exhibitors of the Mining Türkiye Fair - having achieved a great success 

in 2022 with the participation of the leading companies of the industry - express their intentions to 

attend the fair again in the future. Stands are still available for sale at the fair which will be held on 02-

05 May 2024. Companies that wish to participate in the fair can purchase the most suitable spot for 

themselves by contacting the sales team via info@madenturkiyefuari.com e-mail address. 

Get a Chance to Have a Free Ticket 

You can create your free visitor ticket on www.madenturkiyefuari.com address until February 2, 2024, 

to enjoy the chance to meet over 700 exhibitor companies during the 4-day fair. 
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